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ENGLISH : 

1. Unseen passages from page 4 to 16 in BBC compacta (module 1). 
2. Notice writing page 58(1&2) in BBC. 
3.  Diary entry page 76 and page 77in BBC. 
4. Write 30 difficult words with their meanings and make sentences. 
5. Description of 2 poets with pictures. 
6. 10 pages of beautiful handwriting. 
7. Write 30 forms of verb. 
8. Learn all the covered syllabus upto may. 
9. Make a presentation on the topic determiners or Modals (use long sheet for presentation) 

make presentation only on one topic. 

HINDI :  

1. W/L question-answer of lesson-1 to 4 of वसंत and ाकरण and िनबंध पवतीय थल की रेल 

या ा (pg 144) और भारतीय नारी (pg-147)  in separate note book. 

2. Revise Ik;kZ;okph, िवलोम श  और मुहावरे | 

3. Project work:- 
Roll no. 1 to 25 make a beautiful chart on any topic of grammar.  
Roll no.26 to 50 write 30 Hindi news headlines in files. 

SCEINCE : 

1. Revise chapter 1,2,3&4 NCERT+ workbook and write all questions answer in separate 
notebook. 
2. Make a beautiful chart on any topic. 
3. Do experiment number 1,2,4,8,10,17 in practical notebook. 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCE : 
1. Learn lessons 1&2(civics), lesson 1,2,3 (history),lessons 1&4 (geography). 
2. Project work- collect seeds of major crops and write about them (like place it grows, soil). 
3. Paste the maps of states and capitals in notebook. 
 
MATHS : 
1. Prepare chapter 1,2,3&4 for test. 
2. Do exercise 3(c) & 4(d). 

Project/chart-  
3. Quadrilaterals:-show adjacent sides, opposite sides, adjacent angles, opposite angels 
etc. (roll no. 1 to 10). 



4. Types of quadrilaterals:- parallelogram, rhombus, square, rectangle, trapezium etc. (roll 
no. 11 to 20). 
5. Square of a number and different methods to find squares (roll no. 21 to 30). 
6. Cube and its properties (roll 31 to 40). 
7. Cuboid and its properties (roll 41 to 50) 

PUNJABI : 

1. Make one beautiful chart or poster of any topic in Punjabi language. Example- Beti 
Bachao, Save water, any festival, leader, thoughts. 
2. Write 15 beautiful writings. 
3. Learn chapter 1 to 5 full with example. 
 
SANSKRIT : 

 ewY;ijd iz”uksrj % ikB 1 ls 5 rd] vH;kl ds iz”uksrj % ikB 1 ls 5 rd] xhrk ds 5 
“yksd vFkZ lfgrA  
“kCn #i % efr] unh xq#] ,rr~A 
/kkrq #i % ur̀]j{k] LFkk ¼fr’B½ 
 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE : 
1. Learn and complete our environment (page no. 7,13,18,25,31). 
2. India and the world (page no. 8,14,19,26,27,32,33,36, 38). 
3. Science and technology (page no. 9,15,20,28) 
 
COMPUTER : 
1. Prepare chapter 1& 2 for test. 
2. Make a chart of different Networking devices. 
 
DRAWING : 
1. A portrait of any player and leader. 
2. A beautiful colourful scenery. 
3. Complete craft work in book. 
 
MUSIC: 
Make a chart or a model on Saraswati or on anyone instrument like Tabla, Casio,Guitor etc. 

 


